SAUBER PETRONAS wind tunnel
nearly complete
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With the installation of the com-

the wind tunnel's auxiliaries with
compressed air in the low-pressure
range. The three compressors, two
refrigeration
dryers, an
activated carbon adsorber
and diverse fil-

pressed air plant, the construction
of this large SAUBER PETRONAS
wind tunnel has entered its last
phase. The components of the
compressed air system, delivered
by KAESER KOMPRESSOREN AG,
Switzerland in April, will supply

ters and air receivers were put in
position by a company specialising
in getting large plant into confined
spaces. It was only after this first
delivery had been lowered into
place that construction work could
start on a platform above it to take
the next group of machines: three
rotary screw compressors, a booster,
two dryers, and a number of other
filters. Commissioning of the SIGMA
AIR MANAGER-controlled air system is scheduled for the beginning
of 2004. Those involved eagerly
await the moment when the total
drive power of 7500 kW is
unleashed to accelerate airflow from
0 to 290 km/h in 40 seconds.
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New CSDX – quieter than quiet
The most important features of the
fluid-cooled CSDX compressors are
quietness, reliability, low energy
consumption and a small footprint. The motor power of either
75 or 90 kW covers an FAD of 9.8
to 16.1 m³/min and the compressors are designed for pressures up
to 15 bar. These new products
from KAESER have three main
advantages: The rotors in the
airend are designed with the flowoptimised “Sigma Profile”, they
are powered by highly efficient
EPACT or EFF1 motors and their
1:1 drive transmits power without

the losses associated with gearing or V-belts.
The well proven
and highly effective cooling system ensures
quietness and
very low compressed air
outlet temperatures, improving the efficiency of
the air treatment. As well as standard versions, the CSDX can be
supplied with an attached refrigeration dryer module.

Further information
available via email
or service card
(page 10)
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Trade fairs
KAESER KOMPRESSOREN will be present at the following trade fairs in Autumn 2003.
It's worth paying us a visit:
12-15 October

Weftec, Los Angeles, CA

www.wef.org

20-23 October

CMTS, Toronto, Ontario

www.cmts.ca

22-29 October

ITMA, Birmingham, England

www.itma.com

4-7 November

SEMA, Las Vegas, NV

www.semashow.com

4-7 November

Andinapack, Bogotá, Colombia www.andinapack.com

SIGMA AIR MANAGER and SIGMA AIR CONTROL plus

Ensuring compressed air efficiency
According to the SAVE II EU study, manufacturers could save around a third of their air
costs by improving efficiency through system optimisation. But how can you maintain this
improvement over the long term?
“The only thing of a lasting nature is
change” – this dictum is valid for the
economy more than ever before as
changes are taking place at an everincreasing rate. Compressed air is
being exposed to far more complicated tasks than just meeting a fluctuating load and taking foreseeable
increases in production capacity into
account. Maximum reliability and
economy in quickly changing situations of demand require not only
high-performance individual components such as compressors and air
treatment units. What is needed is
modern compressed air management. Such a management system
must guarantee efficient interaction
of all components, even under
changing air demand. It must make
preventive maintenance possible
and be compatible with Teleservice.
KAESER fulfils these demanding

requirements with “Sigma Control”
and “Sigma Air Manager” (SAM),
both based on an industrial computer. Another benefit offered by this
system control architecture is that it
can quickly be adapted at any time
to changing conditions with a simple
update.

Effective cost-management
Permanent safeguarding of the efficiency of compressed air supplies
can only be achieved through effective cost management, which is why
Sigma Air Manager also functions as
a webserver that – whether via the
company's PC network or Internet
via a modem – allows access to all
the air system's operational data.
With the help of the optionally available analysis tool “Sigma Air Control
plus” that can be accessed from any
Internet browser under password

protection, SAM provides graphically processed long-term data on air
consumption, system pressure,
load/offload cycles, overall duty
cycle, service requirements, power
consumption, total costs and a lot
more. Access to SAM's long-term
memory provides a sound basis for
effective cost management and lasting cost optimisation. This is also
true for applications with heavily
fluctuating air consumption related
to production processes.
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SIGMA AIR CONTROL
plus, Kaeser's long
term analysis tool, is
the best way of ensuring permanent, costeffective production of
compressed air
Author: Michael Bahr,
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